Evaluation is crucial in Information Retrieval. e development of models, tools and methods has signi cantly bene ted from the availability of reusable test collections formed through a standardized and thoroughly tested methodology, known as the Cran eld paradigm. Constructing these collections requires obtaining relevance judgments for a pool of documents, retrieved by systems participating in an evaluation task; thus involves immense human labor. To alleviate this e ort di erent methods for constructing collections have been proposed in the literature, falling under two broad categories: (a) sampling, and (b) active selection of documents. e former devises a smart sampling strategy by choosing only a subset of documents to be assessed and inferring evaluation measure on the basis of the obtained sample; the sampling distribution is being xed at the beginning of the process. e la er recognizes that systems contributing documents to be judged vary in quality, and actively selects documents from good systems. e quality of systems is measured every time a new document is being judged. In this paper we seek to solve the problem of large-scale retrieval evaluation combining the two approaches. We devise an active sampling method that avoids the bias of the active selection methods towards good systems, and at the same time reduces the variance of the current sampling approaches by placing a distribution over systems, which varies as judgments become available. We validate the proposed method using TREC data and demonstrate the advantages of this new method compared to past approaches.
INTRODUCTION
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One of the simplifying assumptions made by the Cran eld paradigm is that the relevance judgments are complete, i.e. for each topic all relevant documents in the collection have been identied. When the document collection is large identifying all relevant documents is di cult due to the immense human labor required. In order to avoid judging the entire document collection depth-k pooling [24] is being used: a set of retrieval systems (also called runs) ranks the document collection against each topic, and only the union of the top-k retrieved documents is being assessed by human assessors. Documents outside the depth-k pool are considered irrelevant. Pooling aims at being fair to all runs and hopes for a diverse set of submi ed runs that can provide a good coverage of all relevant documents. Nevertheless, the underestimation of recall [29] and the pooling bias generated when re-using these pooled collections to evaluate novel systems that retrieve relevant but unjudged documents [5, 17, 26, 29] are well-known problems. e literature suggests a number of approaches to cope with missing judgments (an overview can be found in [22] and [12] ): (1) De ning IR measures that are robust to missing judgments, like bpref [6] . e developed measures however may not precisely capture the notion of retrieval e ectiveness one requires, while some have been shown to remain biased [27] . (2) Running a metaexperiment where runs are "le out" from contributing to the pool and measuring the bias experienced by these le -out runs compared to the original pool, which is then used to correct measurements over new retrieval systems [14, 15, 17, 26] . (3) Leaving the design of the evaluation measure unrestricted, but instead introducing a document selection methodology that carefully chooses which documents to be judged. Methods proposed under this approach belong to two categories: (a) sample-based methods [3, 19, 23, 27, 28] , and (b) active selection methods [1, 9, 16, 18] .
Sample-based methods devise a sampling strategy that randomly selects a subset of documents to be assessed; evaluation measures are then inferred on the basis of the obtained sample. Di erent methods employ di erent sampling distributions. Aslam et al. [3] and Yilmaz and Aslam [27] use a uniform distribution over the ranked document collection, while Pavlu and Aslam [19] and Yilmaz et al. [28] recognize that relevant documents typically reside at the top of the ranked lists returned by participating runs and use strati ed sampling to draw larger sample from the top ranks. Schnabel et al. [23] also use a weighted-importance sampling method on documents with the sampling distribution optimized for a comparative evaluation between runs. In all aforementioned work, an experiment that dictates the probability distribution under which documents are being sampled is being designed in such a way that evaluation measures can be de ned as the expected outcome of this experiment. Evaluation measures can then be estimated by the judged documents sampled. In all cases the sampling distribution is being de ned at the beginning of the sampling process and remains xed throughout the experiment. Sample-based methods have the following desirable properties: (1) on average, estimates have no systematic error, (2) past data can be re-used by new, novel runs without introducing bias, and (3) sampling distributions can be designed to optimize the number of judgments needed to con dently and accurately estimate a measure.
On the other hand, active-selection methods recognize that systems contributing documents to the pool vary in quality. Based on this observation they bias the selection of documents towards those retrieved by good retrieval systems. e selection process is deterministic and depends on how accurately the methods can estimate the quality of each retrieval system. Judging is performed in multiple rounds: at each round the best system is identi ed, and the next unjudged document in the ranked list of this system is selected to be judged. e quality of systems is calculated at the end of each round, as soon as a new judgment becomes available. Active-selection methods include Move-to-Front [9] , Fixed-Budget Pooling [16] , and Multi-Armed Bandits [18] . Losada et al. [18] considers the problem as an exploration-exploitation dilemma, balancing between selecting documents from the best-quality run, and exploring the possibility that the quality of some runs might be underestimated at di erent rounds of the experiment. e advantage of active-selection methods compared to sample-based methods is that they are designed to identify as many relevant document as possible, by selecting documents with the highest relevance probability. e disadvantage is that the judging process is not fair to all runs, with the selection of documents being biased towards good-performing runs.
In this paper, we follow a sample-based approach for an ecient large-scale evaluation. Di erent from past sample-based approaches we account for the fact that some systems are of higher quality than others, and we design our sampling distribution to over-sample documents from these systems. At the same time, given that our approach is a sample-based approach the estimated evaluation measures are, by construction, unbiased on average, and judgments can be used to evaluate new, novel systems without introducing any systematic error. e method we propose therefore is an active sampling method with the probability distribution over documents changing at every round of judgments through the re-estimation of the quality of the participating runs. Accordingly, our solution consists of a sampling step and an estimation step. In the sampling step, we construct a distribution over runs and a distribution over documents in a ranked list and calculate a joint distribution over documents to sample from. In the estimation step, we use the Horvitz-ompson estimator to correct for the bias in the sampling distribution and estimate evaluation measure values for all the runs. e estimated measures then dictate the new sampling distribution over systems, and hence a new joint distribution over the ranked collection of documents. erefore, the contribution of this paper is a new sampling methodology for large-scale retrieval evaluation that combines the advantages of the sample-based and the active-selection approaches. We demonstrate that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in terms of e ectiveness, e ciency, and reusability.
ACTIVE SAMPLING
In this section we introduce our new sampling method. Number of unique documents sampled in round t N t
Number of documents sampled in round t
Probability of k-th system run being sampled p t (k, r (i)) Probability of the document ranked r in k-th system run being sampled 2.1 Active sampling algorithm e key idea underlying our sampling strategy is to place a probability distribution over runs and a probability distribution over documents in the ranked lists of the runs, and iteratively sample documents from the joint distribution. At each round, we sample a set of documents from the joint probability distribution (batch sampling) and request relevance judgments by human assessors. e judged documents are then used to update the probability distribution over runs. e process is repeated until we reach a xed budget of human assessments ( Figure 1 ). 
Output: Sampled documents S, associated with relevance judgment and selection probability: (d t, j , t, j , p t (j))
Sample N t documents with replacement (so that it contains N b unique documents) from p t (i)
4:
Let the sampled document be d t, j ; judge relevance of the sampled documents t, j , j = 1, ..., N t 5:
Update distribution over runs p t +1 (k), k = 1, ..., K 7: end for e process is illustrated in Algorithm 1, while Table 1 shows the notation used throughout the paper. Initially, we provide a prior distribution over runs p 1 (k) K k =1 , a prior distribution over the ranks of the documents p 1 (k, r (i)) N i=1 for each run k , and the document collection C. Given that we have no prior knowledge of the system quality it is reasonable to use a uniform probability distribution over runs, i.e. p 1 (1) = p 1 (2) = ... = p 1 (K). At each round t, we calculate the selection probabilities of the documents (that is the probability that a document is selected at each sampling time) p t (i) for each document i, and then sample a document on the basis of this distribution. We use sampling with replacement with varying probabilities to sample documents, which is closely related to how we calculate the unbiased estimators and it is describe in Section 3. e sampled documents d t, j are then judged by human assessors, with the relevance of these documents denoted as t, j , and the new data are added to S t which is used to update the (t + 1) th posterior distribution over runs.
Distribution over runs
e distribution over runs determines the probability of sampling documents from each run. Similar to active-selection methods, we make the assumption that good systems retrieve more relevant documents at the top of their rankings compared to bad systems. Based on this assumption we wish to over-sample from rankings of good systems.
Any distribution that places a higher probability to be er performing systems could be used here. In this work we consider the estimated performance of the retrieval systems on the basis of the relevance judgments accumulated at each round of assessments as system weights and normalize these weights to obtain a probability distribution over runs. Di erent evaluation measures can be used to estimate the performance of each run a er every sampling round. Here we de ne a probability distribution proportional to estimated average precision AP introduced in Section 3.2.
, k = 1, ..., K; t = 1, ...,T Figure 2 demonstrates the accuracy of the estimated (normalized) average precision at the end of four sampling rounds compared to the (normalized) average precision when the entire document collection (or to be more accurate the depth-100 pool for topic 251 in TREC 5) is used. At every round the estimates (denoted with circular markers of di erent sizes for di erent rounds) be er approximates the target values (denoted with a line). e details of the measure approximations are provided at Section 3. Figure 2 : Probability distribution over runs on topic 251 in TREC 5. e black curve is the probability induced by the actual average precisions based on depth-100 pooling, while circular markers of di erent sizes denote the approximate probabilities for di erent runs. Runs have been sorted according to their actual average precision values.
Distribution over document ranks
e distribution over document ranks for a system k determines the probability of sampling a document at a certain rank of the ordered list returned by run k. e underlying assumption that de nes this probability distribution is that runs satisfy the Probability Ranking Principle (PRP) [21] which dictates that the probability of relevance monotonically decreases with the rank of the document. Hence, if we let p denote the probability of sampling a document at rank r , then it is natural to assume p is a function of r and p(r ) monotonically decreases with r . Once again, any distribution that agrees with PRP can be used; researcher have used a number of such distributions (e.g. see Aslam et al. [2] , Hofmann et al. [10] , Pavlu and Aslam [19] ).
In this work we consider an AP-prior distribution proposed by Aslam et al. [2] and Pavlu and Aslam [19] which aims to de ne the probability at each rank on the basis of the contribution of this rank in the calculation of average precision. e intuition Session 1B: IR Evaluation CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore is that when rewriting AP = 1 N 1 j i N 1 i i j , the implicit weight associated with rank r can be obtained by summing weights associated with all pairs involving r , i.e. 1
. en the AP-prior distribution is de ned as follows:
where r is the rank of a document and N the total number of documents in the collection. Similar to Aslam et al. [2] , Pavlu and Aslam [19] and all other sample-based methods, this distribution is de ned at the beginning of the sampling process and remains xed throughout the experiment.
RETRIEVAL PERFORMANCE ESTIMATOR
In this section, we discuss the estimation of evaluation measures on the basis of the sampling procedure described in Algorithm 1.
We rst calculate the inclusion probabilities of each document in the collection, and then demonstrate how these probabilities can be used by a Horvitz-ompson estimator to produce unbiased estimators of the population mean, and subsequently of some popular evaluation measures. e Horvitz-ompson estimator, together with the calculated inclusion probabilities can be used to calculate the majority of the evaluation measures used in IR; in this paper we focus on three of them, Precision, Recall, and Average Precision.
Other measures can be derived in similar ways (e.g. see Table 1 in Schnabel et al. [23] ).
Sampling with replacement with varying probabilities
Sampling procedure. At each round of our iterative sampling process described in Algorithm 1, n documents are sampled from a collection of size N . At each round, the unconditional probability of sampling a document d i (selection probability) is p t (i), as de ned in Step 2 of Algorithm 1, with
Let i denote the index of the n documents composing the sample set. e probability of a document d i being sampled ( rst-order inclusion probability) at the end of the sampling process is given by
which accounts for varying probabilities across di erent rounds, while the probability of any two di erent document d i and d j being sampled (second-order inclusion probability) is given by
For the details of the derivation of the inclusion probabilities the reader can refer to ompson [25] . Using these inclusion probabilities together with the Horvitz-ompson estimator allows us to construct unbiased estimators for di erent evaluation measures in IR.
Horvitz-ompson estimator of population total. Horvitz and ompson [11] propose a general sampling theory for constructing unbiased estimators of population totals. With any sampling design, with or without replacement, the unbiased Horvitzompson estimator of the population total is
where S is the subset of S, only containing unique documents. An unbiased estimator of the variance of the population total estimator is given by:
For the details of these derivations the reader can refer to ompson [25] .
Evaluation metrics
In this work we consider three of the most popular evaluation measures in IR, precision at a certain cut-o , PC(r), average precision, AP, and R-precision, RP. We rst clarify the exact expressions of the evaluation metrics with regard to the population, then introduce the estimators of these evaluation metrics on the sample set. Let C = {d i } N i=1 denote a population of documents and let i be an indicator variable of d i , with i = 1 if the document d i is relevant, and i = 0 otherwise. e population total is the summation of all i , i.e. the total number of relevant documents in the collection, while the population mean is the population total divided by the population size. If the population of documents considered is the documents ranked in the top-r for some run k then the population mean is the precision at cut-o r .
Based on the de nition, precision at cuto r, average precision, and precision at rank R are de ned as:
. We wish to estimate the total number of relevant documents in the collection, R, PC(r), AP and RP. Note that AP and RP, as many other evaluation measures that are normalized are ratios. For these measures, similar to previous work [19] we can estimate the numerator and denominator separately, and while this ratio estimator is not guaranteed to be unbiased, the bias tends to be small and decrease with an increasing sample size [20, 25] .
Session 1B: IR Evaluation CIKM'17, November 6-10, 2017, Singapore e unbiased estimators for the four aforementioned measures based on Horvitz-ompson can be calculated by:
EXPERIMENT SETUP
In this section we introduce our research questions, the statistics we use to evaluate the performance of the proposed estimators, and the data sets and baselines used in our experiments 1 . e batch size N b for all the experiments has been set to 3.
Research questions
In the remainder of the paper we aim to answer the following research questions: 
Statistics
To answer the research questions put forward in the previous section, we need to quantify the performance of di erent document selection methods.
Our rst goal is to measure how close the estimation of an evaluation measure is to its actual value when the full judgment set is being used. Assume that a document selection algorithm chooses a set of documents S to calculate an evaluation measure. Let's denote the estimated measure with f (k |S), for some run k. Let's also assume that the actual value of that evaluation measure, when the full judgment set is used, is h(k). e root mean squared error (rms) of the estimator over a sample set measures how close on average the estimated and the actual values are. We follow the de nition in [19] :
1 e implementation of the algorithm and the experiments run can be found at h ps://github.com/dli1/activesampling To further decompose the estimation errors made by di erent methods we also calculate the bias, and the variance decomposed from the mean square error (mse) between the estimator and the corresponding real value. Bias expresses the extent to which the average estimator over all sample sets di ers from the actual value of a measure, while variance expresses the extent to which the estimator is sensitive to the particular choice of a sample set (see [4] ). e mse, E S E k f (k |S) − h(k) 2 , can be rewrit- 2 , which can further be rewri en as
. e rst term denotes the bias and second the variance of the estimator. Taking all runs into account, we have
A second measurement we are interested in is how far the inferred ranking of systems when estimating an evaluation measure is to the actual ranking of systems when the entire judged collection is being used. Following previous work [1, 3, 19, 27, 28] we also report the Kendall's τ between estimated and actual rankings. Even though the Kendall's τ is an important measure when it comes to comparative evaluation, rms error remains our focus, since test collections have found use not only in the evaluation of retrieval systems but also in learning retrieval functions [13] . In the la er case, for some algorithms, the accuracy of the estimated values is more important than just the correct ordering of systems.
Test collections
We conduct our experiments on TREC 5-8 AdHoc and TREC 9-11 Web tracks. e details of the data sets can be found in Table 2 . In our experiments we did not exclude any participating run, and we considered the relevance judgments released by NIST (qrels) as the complete set of judgment over which the actual values of measures are being computed.
Baselines
We use two active-selection and one sample-based methods as baselines:
Move-to-Front (MTF) [9] . MTF is a deterministic, iterative selection method. At the rst round, all runs are given equal priorities. At each round, the method selects the run with the highest priority and obtains the judgment of the rst unjudged document in the ranked list of the given run. If the document is relevant the method selects the next unjudged document until a non-relevant document is judged. If that happens the priority of the current run is being reduced and the run with the highest priority is selected next.
Multi-armed Bandits (MAB) [18] . Similar to MTF, MAB aims to nd as many relevant documents as possible. MAB casts document selection as a multi-armed bandit problem, and di erent to MTF it randomly decides whether to select documents from the best run on the current stage, or sample a document across the entire collection. For the MAB baseline we used the best method MM-NS with its default se ing reported in [18] 2 . Strati ed sampling [19] . Strati ed sampling is a stochastic method based on importance sampling. e probability distribution over documents used is the AP-prior distribution, which remains unchanged throughout the sampling process. Similar to our approach, the Horvitz-ompson estimator is used to estimate the evaluation metrics. e strati ed sampling approach proposed by Pavlu and Aslam [19] has been used in the construction of the TREC Million ery track collection [7] , it outperforms methods using uniform random sampling [3, 27] and demonstrate similar performance to Yilmaz et al. [28] .
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 5.1 Bias and Variance
is rst experiment is designed to answer RQ1 and is conducted on TREC 5.
We reduce the retrieved document lists of all runs to the top-100 ranks (so that all documents in the ranked lists are judged) and consider this the ground truth rankings, based on which the actual values of MAP, RP and P@30 are calculated. e judgment e ort is set to 10% of the depth-100 pool for each query, and di erent methods are used to obtain the corresponding subset and calculate the estimated MAP, RP and P@30 for each run. For any stochastic method (i.e. the sampling methods and MAB) the experiment is repeated 30 times. Based on the estimated and actual values we calculate mse, and its decomposition to bias and ariance for each estimator. Figure 3 shows a number of sca er plots for MTF, MAB, Stratif (strati ed sampling), and our method denoted as Active (active sampling). Each point in the plots corresponds to a given run. To declu er the gure, the shown points for the sample-based methods are computed over a single sample. An unbiased estimator should lead to points that lie on the x=y line. As it can be observed the active sampling estimated values are the ones that are closer to the diagonal. As expected, and by construction, precision is unbiased, while the bias introduced in the ratio estimators of AP and RP is smaller that all active-selection methods, and comparable to the strati ed sampling method.
A decomposition of the mse into bias and variance can be found in Figure 4 . As expected the variance of active-selection method is zero (or close to zero) since MTF is a deterministic method, while the randomness of MAB is only in the decision between exploration and exploitation. Active sampling has a much lower variance than strati ed sampling, which demonstrates one of the main contribution of the our sampling method: biasing the sampling distribution towards good performing runs improves the estimation of the evaluation measures. e bias of the sample-based methods, as expected, is near-zero, while it is smaller than zero for the active-selection methods, since they do not correct for their preference to select documents from good performing runs. For example, the bias on P@30 of active-selection methods are much smaller than zero, because the greedy strategies only count the number of relevant documents and thus underestimate P@30; while the sampling methods can avoid the problem by using unbiased estimators. is demonstrates the second main contribution of our approach: using sampling avoids any systematic error in the calculation of measures. erefore, the proposed sampling method indeed combines the advantages of both sample-based and active-selection methods that have been proposed in the literature.
E ectiveness
is second experiment is designed to answer RQ2 and is conducted on TREC 5-11. In this experiment we vary the judgment e ort from 1% to 20% of the depth-100 pool. At each sampling percentage, when sample-based methods are used, we rst calculate the rms error and Kendall's τ values for a given sample and then average these values over 30 sample sets. Figure 5 shows the average rms and τ value at di erent sample sizes. For all TREC tracks active sampling demonstrates a lower rms error than strati ed sampling, MTF, and MAB for sampling rates greater than 3-5%. At lower sampling rates active-selection methods show an advantage compared to sample-based methods that su er from high variance. Regarding Kendall's τ active sampling outperforms all methods for TREC 5-8, for sampling rates greater than 5%, while for TREC 10 and 11 it picks up at sampling rates greater than 10%. TREC 10 and 11 are the two collection with the smallest number of relevant documents per query, hence nding these document using active-selection methods leads to a be er ordering of systems when the percentage of judged documents is very small. For those small percentages the sample-based methods demonstrate high variance, and it really depends on how lucky one is when drawing the sample of documents. e variance of rms error and Kendall's τ across the 30 di erent samples drawn in this experiment for the estimation of MAP on TREC 11 can be seen in Figure 6 .
Overall, when comparing active sampling with MTF and MAB, we nd that our method outperforms them regarding rms. is indicates once again that the calculated inclusion probabilities and the Horvitz-ompson estimator allows active sampling to produce an unbiased estimation of the actual value of the evaluation measures. When comparing active sampling with strati ed sampling, both of which use the Horvitz-ompson estimator, we can nd that our method outperforms strati ed sampling regarding Kendall's τ . is indicates that the dynamic strategy we employ is bene cial compared to a static sampling distribution. erefore, active sampling indeed combines the advantage of both methods.
Reusability
Constructing a test collection is a laborious task, hence it is very important that the proposed document selection methods construct test collections that can be used to evaluate new, novel algorithms without introducing any systematic errors. is experiment is designed to answer RQ3 and is conducted on TREC 5-11. In this experiment we split the runs into contributing runs and le -out runs. Using the contributing runs we construct a test collection for each di erent document selection method. We then calculate the estimated measures for all runs including those that were le out from the collection construction experiment. In our experiment, we use a one-group-out split of the runs. Runs that contributed in the sampling procedure come from di erent participating groups.
Groups o en submit di erent versions of the same retrieval algorithm, hence, typically, all the runs submi ed by the same participating group di er very li le in the ranking of the documents. To ensure that le -out runs are as novel as possible we leave out all runs for a given group. Regarding the calculation of rms error and Kendall's τ we compute rms error and Kendall's τ considering both participating and le -out runs. Figure 7 shows the average rms error and Kendall's τ values at di erent sample sizes using the la er afore-described option to isolate the e ect of the di erent document selection methods on new, novel systems. In general, the trends observed in Figure 5 can also be observed in Figure 7 , with active sampling outperforming all other methods regarding rms error and Kendall's τ for sampling rates greater than 5%. For sampling rates lower than 5% in collections with very few relevant documents per topic (such as TREC 10 and 11) the active-selection methods perform be er than the sample-based methods, however we can also conclude that at these low sampling rates none of the methods lead to reliably reusable collections.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we consider the problem of large-scale retrieval evaluation. We tackle the problem of devising a sample-based approach active sampling. Our method consists of a sampling step and an unbiased estimation step. In the sampling step, we construct two distributions, one over retrieval systems that is updated at every round of relevance judgments giving larger probabilities to be er quality runs, and one over document ranks that is de ned at the beginning of the sampling process and remains static throughout the experiment. Document samples are drawn from the joint probability distribution, and inclusion probabilities are computed at the end of the entire sampling process accounting for varying probabilities across sampling rounds. In the estimation step, we use the well-known Horvitz-ompson estimator to estimate evaluation metrics for all system runs. e proposed method is designed to combine the advantages of two di erent families of methods that have appeared in the literature: sample-based and active-selection approaches. Similar to the former, our method leads to unbiased, by construction, estimators of evaluation measures, and can safely be used to evaluate new, novel runs that have not contributed to the generation of the test collection. Similar to the la er, the a ention of our method is put on good quality runs with the hope of identifying more relevant documents and reduce the variability naturally introduced in the estimation of a measure due to sampling.
To examine the performance of the proposed method, we tested against state-of-the-art sample-based and active-selection methods over seven TREC AdHoc and Web collections, TREC 5-11. Compared to sample-based approaches, such as strati ed sampling, out method indeed demonstrated lower variance, while compared against active-selection approaches, such as Move-to-Front, and Multi-Armed Bandits, our method, as expected, has lower, nearzero bias. For sampling rates as low as 5% of the entire depth-100 pool, the proposed method outperforms all other methods regarding e ectiveness and e ciency and leads to reusable test collections.
